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Abstract: Nerve guidance conduits (NGCs) are tubular scaffolds that act as a bridge between the
proximal and distal ends of the native nerve to facilitate the nerve regeneration. The application of
NGCs is mostly limited to nerve defects less than 3 mm due to the lack of sufficient cells in the lumen.
The development of drug-release-system-embedded NGCs has the potential to improve the nerve
regeneration performance by providing long-term release of growth factors. However, most of the
past works only focused on one type of drug release system, limiting the variation in drug release
system types and features. Therefore, in this study, computer-aided design (CAD) models were
constructed and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations were carried out to investigate
the effect of growth factor transporting efficiency on different drug release systems. To overcome
the challenges posed by the current NGCs in treating long nerve gap injuries (>4 cm), a novel ‘relay’
NGC design is first proposed in this paper and has the potential to improve the nerve regeneration
performance to next level. The intermediate cavities introduced along the length of the multi-channel
NGCs act as a relay to further enhance the cell concentrations or growth factor delivery as well as the
regeneration performance. Four different drug release systems, namely, a single-layer microsphere
system, a double-layer microsphere system, bulk hydrogel, and hydrogel film, were chosen for the
simulation. The results show that the double-layer microsphere system achieves the highest growth
factor volume fraction among all the drug release systems. For the single-layer microsphere system,
growth factor concentration can be significantly improved by increasing the microsphere quantities
and decreasing the diameter and adjacent distance of microspheres. Bulk hydrogel systems hold
the lowest growth factor release performance, and the growth factor concentration monotonically
increased with the increase of film thickness in the hydrogel film system. Owing to the easy fabrication
of hydrogel film and the even distribution of growth factors, the hydrogel film system can be regarded
as a strong candidate in drug-eluting NGCs. The use of computational simulations can be regarded
as a guideline for the design and application of drug release systems, as well as a promising tool for
further nerve tissue engineering study.

Keywords: nerve guide conduit; NGC; peripheral nerve injury; drug-eluting scaffolds; nerve

1. Introduction

Peripheral nerve injuries can result from either systemic disease (e.g., diabetes, Guilain–
Barre syndrome, carpal tunnel syndrome) or localized damage (e.g., trauma, sports-related
stretching/compression, tumor extirpation). Peripheral nerve injuries can be classified into
five stages with increasing severity, starting from a self-restorable local conduction block
to a complete transection of the nerve. It is hard for the nerve to self-regenerate when it
experiences a complete transection; therefore, an external treatment is required to promote
the nerve regeneration. Currently, the treatments used can be classified into three major
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groups: direct coaptation, grafts, and nerve guidance conduits (NGC). Small nerve gaps
(<8 mm) can be simply repaired by direct coaptation, which is the most frequently used
clinical treatment owning to its short operation time and complete consistency (e.g., axon
size, number, distribution) between both sides of the nerves [1–3]. For nerve gaps larger
than 8 mm, injured nerve can break due to insufficient elasticity and the exceeded tension
can damage the blood flow and impede the nerve regeneration [4]. Therefore, grafts are
more suitable for long-gap nerve injuries rather than direct coaptation. Grafts can be
divided into allografts and autografts. Autograft involves harvesting a section of the
nerve from the patient and then transplanting it directly to the injury site. Sural nerve is
commonly used as the autograft nerve because of the fast harvesting operation, sufficient
length, and fascicular groups [5]. Although autograft suffers from donor site morbidity,
considering its excellent regeneration performance, it remains the first choice for long-gap
nerve injuries (>4 cm) and is treated as the gold standard among all the clinical methods [6].
The widespread applications of allograft are limited by donor availability and immune
rejection reaction, resulting in the inferior status of allografts compared with autografts [7].

Thus, NGC was developed to overcome the limitations posed by direct coaptation and
graft treatments. Normally, an NGC is a tubular structure acting as a bridge to connect both
proximal and distal sides of the injured nerve. Owing to the advantages of patient-specific
customization, availability, synthetic materials, and cell-laden bioinks, NGC is considered
to be a potential alternative for clinical treatment [8,9]. However, current commercially
available NGCs mostly target medium nerve gaps (<3 cm) with poorer regeneration per-
formance compared to autograft [10]. Since NGC alone produces unsatisfactory results,
changes are required to create a more biomimetic environment by integrating growth
factors and cells with the NGC. Growth factors are up-regulated immediately after the pe-
ripheral nerve injuries, followed by a gradient decrease after long-term denervation [11,12].
Packing growth factors with NGC can maintain a proper growth factor concentration for a
long time, supporting cell proliferation and cell survival [13,14]. Cells cultured in cell-laden
NGC can proliferate and migrate to both sides of the injured nerve, leading to faster nerve
regeneration. By providing a proper electrical stimulus, regeneration performance can
be further improved by regulating cell behaviors (e.g., cell differentiation, cell migration).
However, FDA approval is required for the clinical translation of NGC [1]. Most commer-
cially FDA-approved NGCs are made from natural material with superior biocompatibility
and biodegradability [15]. Compared with growth-factor-embedded NGC, cell-laden NGC
requires a much longer time to receive FDA approval, because the mechanism and potential
risk of cell differentiation are not fully understood [16]. Therefore, growth-factor-embedded
NGC takes the dominant position, benefiting from the simple clinical translation procedure.

Sustained release of growth factors can be achieved by combining growth factors
with biodegradable microspheres and hydrogels, thus promoting nerve regeneration in
large peripheral nerve gaps [17,18]. A well-established microsphere delivery system is
made of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid), poly(l-lactic acid) and growth factors [19]. These
microspheres were embedded in the inner layer of a single-channel NGC, which was then
implanted into a 5 cm nerve defect in a rhesus macaque model for over a year [10]. The
results showed a sustained release of growth factor over 50 days, and identical or even
superior regeneration performance compared with autograft. In hydrogel drug release
systems, permeability, swelling ratio, and degradation rate have great influence on drug
release performance [20,21]. Hydrogels are hydrophilic polymers that absorb large amounts
of water; therefore, high swelling ratio is more likely to lead to a channel blockage [22].
Degradation rate will lead directly to the formation of fractional bulk release, resulting
in the rapid release of drugs [21]. The visco-elastic properties of the hydrogel also play a
critical role in the drug release characteristics and more so, if the mode of fabrication is 3D
printing, as a proper viscosity of hydrogel is the key index for determining printability [23].
High-viscosity hydrogels might block the nozzle tip, increase the shear stress, or decrease
the post-printing cell viability (if cells are also suspended in the drug-containing hydrogel),
whereas hydrogels with a low viscosity will lead to poor printability and weak post-printing
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structural stability [24–26]. As hydrogels are highly hydrophilic, different strategies of
growth factor release need to be applied in an effort to maintain a sustained release other
than a rapid burst release. Depending on the immobilization mechanisms, the strategies
can be classified into physical encapsulation, covalent conjunctions and extra cellular
matrix-inspired immobilization [27]. Growth factor release profiles vary from a couple
of days up to 50 days based on the structure pattern and strategies applied [28,29]. To
achieve a uniform nerve regeneration rate across the injury site, it is important to evenly
distribute growth factors within the NGC. Given the tiny size of NGC (2–9 mm in diameter,
200 µm wall thickness), the drug release system needs to be optimized to maximize the
growth factor concentration under the limited size of microspheres and hydrogels.

In this study, we created a 2D multichannel NGC using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation to examine the transporting efficiency of various growth factor delivery
systems, which are single-layer microspheres, double-layer microspheres, bulk hydrogels,
and hydrogel films. Growth factor release profile is derived from a published resource [19];
then, the growth factor volume fraction is calculated and used as a criterion to examine the
growth factor release performance. For the single-layer microsphere system, microsphere
features, including microspheres quantity, diameter, location, and adjacent distance, can be
further modified. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the magnitude and distribution of
growth factor under different delivery systems by giving either a fixed release time or a
constant growth factor releases mass. Finally, the preferred growth factor delivery system
is selected to optimize the growth factor release performance in the multichannel NGC.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. 2D Multichannel NGC Model

To achieve a better biomimetic structure, multichannel NGC with 40% porosity was
chosen and constructed using ANSYS DesignModeler Geometry (Version 2020 R2) [30].
Each channel corresponds to a single nerve fascicle, which allows parallel nerve regen-
eration, thereby improving the nerve regeneration efficiency. Figure 1 shows the 3D
multichannel NGC models with three internal locations (front, middle and back) avail-
able for loading growth factor systems. Based on previous literature, channel diameter
and quantities of multichannel NGC can be varied from 200 µm to 660 µm and 4 to 30,
respectively [30–34]. Furthermore, the diameter of human sciatic nerve ranges from 2 mm
to 9 mm, depending on the location [35]. Therefore, in order to ensure the rationality of
the parameters and maintain a suitable porosity (40%), structural features of multichannel
NGC including NGC diameter (2 mm), channel diameter (340 µm), and channel quantity
(9) were selected in this study. To reduce the simulation complexity, 2D multichannel NGC
was chosen and acted as a representative to evaluate the performance of different drug
release systems in multichannel NGC.

Figure 1. Different views of multichannel NGC: (a) standard view; (b) side view; (c) cross-section
view; (d) cross-section perspective view.
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2.2. Drug Release Systems

Four types of drug release system were constructed and embedded in the 2D mul-
tichannel NGC, namely a single-layer microsphere system, a double-layer microsphere
system, growth-factor-embedded bulk hydrogel, and hydrogel film, as shown in Figure 2.
Microspheres were fabricated by oil-in-oil emulsion following a 10 min centrifugation, and
the sizes of microsphere were mainly between 100 µm and 200 µm [10,19]. For both single-
and double-layer microsphere systems, the microspheres had diameters of 100 µm and were
placed symmetrically on the upper and lower surfaces of the middle cavity. Microsphere
quantities were 8 and 16, respectively, for the two systems, due to the constraint of cavity
length. For the single-layer microsphere system, microsphere features including diameter
(100–150 µm), quantity (4–8), adjacent distance (0.15–0.25 mm), and locations (front, middle,
back) were further modified to examine the growth factor release performance. The de-
fault setting of the single-layer microsphere system was 8 microspheres, 0.1 mm diameter,
0.2 mm adjacent distance and middle cavity placement, which served as a standard for all
variations of microsphere features. The development of injectable hydrogel enables rapid
sol–gel transition time, allowing the formation of hydrogel directly in the middle cavity
without breaking the structure into two parts [36]. Considering the inherent biodegradabil-
ity of hydrogels, a bulk hydrogel diameter of 500 µm was determined, accounting for half
of the size of the middle cavity. Apart from bulk hydrogels in the middle cavity, hydrogel
can also be coated on the inner surface as a thin layer from the proximal side to the distal
side of the multichannel NGC. Growth-factor-embedded hydrogel film has been widely
used in skin regeneration and wound healing, with a hydrogel thickness ranging from
30 µm to 1 mm, depending on the specific hydrogel materials used [37–41]. Although there
are a variety of available hydrogel thicknesses, the thickness selected in this study was
between 100 and 150 µm owing to the limitation of channel size.

Figure 2. Different types of drug release systems: (a) single-layer microsphere system; (b) double-
layer microsphere system; (c) bulk hydrogel system; (d) hydrogel film system (grey: fluid region; red:
drug release system; white: wall region).

2.3. CFD Modeling

The fluid dynamic properties of the 2D multichannel NGC were performed using
ANSYS Fluent (Version 2020 R2) under mixture model theory, which has typically been used
to simulate particle-laden flows with low loading [42]. The mixture model is designed for
multiphase flow, and those phases are considered as interpenetrating continua to simulate
the diffusion process. Despite the volume of fraction (VOF) model being known to be
the most commonly used approach for multiphase simulation, the design objective of
immiscible fluids limits its application in this study. Multiphase flow under the mixture
model can be solved by calculating a series momentum, continuity, and energy equations,
as listed below.

The continuity equation for the mixture model is:

∂

∂t
(ρm) +∇·

(
ρm
→
v m

)
= 0 (1)
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where
→
v m is the mass-averaged velocity:

→
v m =

∑n
k=1 αkρk

→
v k

ρm
(2)

and ρm is the mixture density:

ρm =
n

∑
k=1

αkρk (3)

αk is the volume fraction of phase k.
The momentum equation for the mixture model is:

∂
∂t

(
ρm
→
v m

)
+∇·

(
ρm
→
v m
→
v m

)
= −∇p +∇·

[
µm

(
∇→v m +∇→v m

T
)]

+ ρm
→
g +

→
F+

∇·
(

∑n
k=1 αkρk

→
v dr,k

→
v dr,k

) (4)

where n is the number of phases,
→
F is body force, and µm is the viscosity of the mixture:

µm =
n

∑
k=1

αkµk (5)

→
v dr,k is the drift velocity for secondary phase k:

→
v dr,k =

→
v k −

→
v m (6)

The energy equation for the mixture model is:

∂

∂t

n

∑
k=1

(αkρkEk) +∇·
n

∑
k=1

(
αk
→
v k(ρkEk + p)

)
= ∇·

(
ke f f∇T

)
+ SE (7)

where ke f f is the effective conductivity (∑ αk(kk + kt)), kt is the turbulent thermal conduc-
tivity. The first term on the right-hand side of equation represents energy transfer due to
the conduction. SE includes any other volumetric heat sources.

Ek = hk −
p
ρk

+
v2

k
2

(8)

for a compressible phase, and Ek = hk for an incompressible phase, where hk is the sensible
enthalpy for phase k.

In this work, interstitial fluid and glial cell derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) were
used as two separate phases. Interstitial fluid was chosen to represent the hydrodynamic
system around the multichannel NGC, and GDNF has been validated as an effective
chemical stimulus to enhance the nerve regeneration performance [43]. Both the phases are
treated as Newtonian incompressible fluids, with viscosities of 0.0035 and 0.0015 kg/ms and
densities of 1000 and 1370 kg/m3, respectively [44–47]. Since there are no direct data on the
properties of GDNF, viscosity and density of GDNF were estimated from the concentration
and molecular weight of GDNF, respectively [45,47]. Apart from material properties, four
open boundaries were prescribed in the model, including two inlet edges, one outlet
edge and a wall boundary at the rest of the edges (Figure 3). Inlet 1 was determined as
a fixed velocity equal to the physiological interstitial fluid velocity to better mimic the
hydrodynamic system around the multichannel NGC, while the velocity of inlet 2 was
composed of a burst release (fast speed) and continuous release (slow speed) based on an
earlier validated GDNF release profile [19,46]. A drug release system with reduced release
time and cumulative mass was adopted to examine the growth factor release performance
while avoiding the excessive computation cost. Given that the release velocity remains the
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same when scaling down the release time and cumulative mass at the same proportion, the
reduced growth factor release profile would still well represent the release performance for
the simulation purpose. Table 1 illustrates how to narrow down the original growth factor
release profile.

Figure 3. GDNF volume fraction of different drug release systems under the assumption of constant
simulation time (519 s). (a) Comparison among single- and double-layer microsphere and bulk
hydrogel systems. (b–e) Comparison within single-layer microsphere system only. (f) Comparison
between three drug release systems and the combined model.

Table 1. Illustration of how to narrow down the growth factor release profile.

Total Release
Time (s)

Burst Release
Mass (ng)

Burst Release
Time (s)

Burst Release
Velocity (ng/s)

Continuous
Release

Mass (ng)

Continuous
Release
Time (s)

Continuous
Release

Velocity (ng/s)

Original
release profile 5,184,000 5 86,400 5.79 × 10−5 1.5 5,097,600 2.94 × 10−7

Modified
release profile 519 0.0005 9 5.56 × 10−5 0.00015 510 2.94 × 10−7
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2.4. GDNF Volume Fraction

The magnitude of GDNF volume fraction was directly given by ANSYS Fluent (Version
2020 R2) to evaluate and compare the GDNF release performance among all the drug
release systems. To provide a more comprehensive comparison, two control variables were
prescribed, which are constant growth factor mass and constant simulation time. Given a
constant GDNF density and release rate, growth factor mass is determined by the surface
area of the drug release system and simulation time (release time), making the simulation
time a dependent parameter of the surface area. Table 2 lists the surface area of each drug
release system as well as the corresponding simulation time. The default simulation time is
519 s, as shown in Table 1, with a time step size of 0.5 s. Due to the long and thin structure
of the hydrogel film, its surface area is 166 times that of the default single-layer microsphere
system. Shortening the simulation time by the same proportion will make the simulation
time far less than the unit time step size; therefore, the hydrogel film is not suitable for
comparison with other drug release systems. Thus, the growth factor release performance
of hydrogel film with different hydrogel film thicknesses would be compared instead of
comparing them with the drug release systems.

Table 2. Simulation time of the various drug release systems.

Drug
Release
Systems

Microsphere
Diameter (mm)

Microsphere
Quantity

Microsphere
Placement

Surface
Area (mm2)

Burst
Release
Time (s)

Continuous
Release
Time (s)

Total
Simulation

Time (s)

Single-layer
microsphere 0.1 8 Front/middle/back 0.251 9 510 519

Single-layer
microsphere 0.1 16

Front+middle/
front+back/

middle+back
0.502 4.5 255 259.5

Single-layer
microsphere 0.1 24 Front+middle+back 0.753 3 170 173

Single-layer
microsphere 0.125 8 Middle 0.393 6 326.5 332.5

Single-layer
microsphere 0.15 8 Middle 0.565 4 226.5 230.5

Single-layer
microsphere 0.1 6 Middle 0.188 12 680 692

Single-layer
microsphere 0.1 4 Middle 0.126 18 1020 1038

Double-layer
microsphere 0.1 16 Middle 0.502 4.5 255 259.5

Bulk
hydrogel 0.5 1 Middle 0.785 3 163 166

3. Results
3.1. A ‘Relay’-Type NGC Design

This study is the first to introduce a ‘relay’-type NGC design, which provides three
cavities to load the drug release system, connected by two multichannel NGCs. Some
of the biggest factors affecting the NGC nerve regeneration performance are insufficient
nerve cell concentrations and sustained nerve growth factor availability NGCs targeting
long nerve gap injuries (>4 cm). The intermediate cavities provided could be integrated
with drug release systems and culture of nerve related cells [10,48]. Unlike the commonly
used multichannel NGC, the extra intermediate cavity of the ‘relay’-type NGC can be
used as a relay to further enhance the cell concentration as well as the nerve regeneration
performance by loading drug release systems or appropriate cells. Thus, the application of
‘relay’-type NGC has the potential to improve the effective regeneration length of NGC to
cater for long nerve gap injuries, which is of huge clinical significance.
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3.2. GDNF Volume Fraction under the Assumption of Constant Simulation Time

Figure 3 shows the influence of different drug release systems (Figure 3a,f) and mi-
crosphere features (Figure 3b–e) on GDNF volume fractions. The simulation time was
519 s with 9 s burst release and 510 s continuous release, and identical simulation time
was applied to all the models to evaluate the GDNF volume fraction at the last time step.
From Figure 3a, it can be found that double-layer microsphere (9.27 × 10−10) achieved the
highest GDNF volume fraction, with a magnitude of roughly 1.8 and 3 times compared
with the single-layer microsphere (4.98 × 10−10) and bulk hydrogel systems (3.34 × 10−10),
respectively. Figure 3b–e reflect the effect of the microsphere features on GDNF volume
fraction in a single-layer microsphere system. It can be seen that eight microspheres, 0.1 mm
diameter, 0.15 mm adjacent distance and front-middle-back placement can achieve higher
GDNF volume fraction from each group. Therefore, by combining those suggested settings,
it is supposed that GDNF release performance can be raised to the next level. The combined
model was evaluated again, and the corresponding results are shown in the last column
of Figure 3f. According to Figure 3f, it can be seen that double-layer microsphere system
still has the best performance among all the drug release systems. However, the increase
between the default single-layer microsphere system and the combined model is over 60%
by changing the microsphere features from multiple dimensions. Figure 4 shows the GDNF
distribution among all the models at the last time step.

3.3. GDNF Volume Fraction under the Assumption of Constant Growth Factor Mass

To maintain a constant growth factor, simulation time was adjusted based on the sur-
face area of drug release system, which is illustrated in Table 2. GDNF volume fraction and
distribution among different drug release systems are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
From Figure 5a, it can be seen that the single-layer microsphere system (4.98 × 10−10) and
the double-layer microsphere system (4.88 × 10−10) have a comparable GDNF volume frac-
tion, which is much higher than that of bulk hydrogel system (9.90 × 10−11). Figure 5b–e
illustrate the effect of different microsphere features (quantity, diameter, adjacent distance,
placement locations) on GDNF volume fraction in the single-layer microsphere system.
Assuming the surface area remains constant when the distance between microspheres is
changed, the simulation time of the models in Figure 5d is equal to 519 s, which is the
default simulation time. From Figure 5b–e, it can be found that eight microspheres, 0.1 mm
diameter, 0.15 mm distance, and back placement achieve the highest GDNF volume fraction
in each experiment group, respectively. Therefore, Figure 5f was constructed by integrating
those preferred settings into one drug release system, then calculating the GDNF release
performance and comparing it with three predetermined drug release systems. From
Figure 5f, it can be seen that the GDNF volume fraction can be slightly increased by the
microsphere movement from middle to back and the denser arrangement of microspheres
(0.15 mm adjacent distance). However, the combined model (4.71 × 10−10) integrating both
back placement and 0.15 mm microsphere distance results in an even worse performance
compared with solely adjusting the microsphere position to back and distance to 0.15 mm
in Figure 5e,d, respectively.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. GDNF distribution of different drug release systems under the assumption of constant simu-
lation time. (a) Single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm;
adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: middle); (b) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere
features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: front); (c) single-layer
microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm;
position: back); (d) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 24; diameter:
0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: front+middle+back); (e) single-layer microsphere
system (microsphere features: quantity: 16; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; posi-
tion: front+back); (f) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 16; diameter:
0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: front+middle); (g) single-layer microsphere system
(microsphere features: quantity: 16; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: mid-
dle+back); (h) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 6; diameter: 0.1 mm;
adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: middle); (i) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere
features: quantity: 4; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: middle); (j) single-
layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.15 mm; adjacent distance:
0.2 mm; position: middle); (k) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8;
diameter: 0.125 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: middle); (l) single-layer microsphere
system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.15 mm; position:
middle); (m) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm;
adjacent distance: 0.25 mm; position: middle); (n) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere
features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.15 mm; position: front+middle+back);
(o) double-layer microsphere system; (p) bulk hydrogel system.
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Figure 5. GDNF volume fraction of different drug release systems under the assumption of constant
growth factor mass. (a) Comparison among single- and double-layer microsphere and bulk hydrogel
systems. (b–e) Comparison within single-layer microsphere only. (f) Comparison between three drug
release systems and the combined model.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. GDNF distribution of different drug release systems under the assumption of constant
growth factor mass. (a) Single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diam-
eter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: middle); (b) single-layer microsphere system
(microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: front);
(c) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent
distance: 0.2 mm; position: back); (d) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quan-
tity: 24; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: front+middle+back); (e) single-layer
microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 16; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm;
position: front+back); (f) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 16; diame-
ter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: front+middle); (g) single-layer microsphere system
(microsphere features: quantity: 16; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: mid-
dle+back); (h) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 6; diameter: 0.1 mm;
adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: middle); (i) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere
features: quantity: 4; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: middle); (j) single-
layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.15 mm; adjacent distance:
0.2 mm; position: middle); (k) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8;
diameter: 0.125 mm; adjacent distance: 0.2 mm; position: middle); (l) single-layer microsphere
system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.15 mm; position:
middle); (m) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm;
adjacent distance: 0.25 mm; position: middle); (n) single-layer microsphere system (microsphere
features: quantity: 8; diameter: 0.1 mm; adjacent distance: 0.15 mm; position: front+middle+back);
(o) double-layer microsphere system; (p) bulk hydrogel system.
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3.4. GDNF Volume Fraction among Different Hydrogel Films

The influence of different hydrogel film thicknesses on GDNF volume fraction was
examined and the results are shown in Figure 7a. A uniform simulation time of 519 s
(9 s burst release and 510 s continuous release) was applied to all hydrogel film mod-
els. From Figure 7a, it can be seen that when the film thickness increased from 0.1 mm
(7.69 × 10−11) to 0.125 mm (3.29 × 10−10), the GDNF volume fraction increased by 328%,
while when the film thickness increased from 0.125 mm to 0.15 mm (4.28 × 10−10), the
GDNF volume fraction increased by only 30%. Furthermore, the relationship between flow
velocity and GDNF volume fraction is not monotonically increasing, which illustrates that
higher velocity can not only facilitate the diffusion of growth factors, but can also accelerate
the mixture fluid (including growth factor) flowing out of the structure. Figure 7b–g show
the GDNF distribution and velocity magnitude of all the hydrogel film models. Similar
GDNF distributions are found in all of the models with a gradually increasing GDNF
volume fraction from 7.69 × 10−11 to 4.28 × 10−10. The highest velocity is achieved around
the inner edges at both proximal and distal sides of the multichannel NGC for all the
hydrogel films.

Figure 7. (a) GDNF volume fraction and flow velocity of hydrogel film systems with different film
thicknesses. (b,d,f) GDNF distribution of three hydrogel film systems with film thicknesses from
0.1 mm to 0.15 mm. (c,e,g) Flow velocity of three hydrogel film systems with film thicknesses from
0.1 mm to 0.15 mm.
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4. Discussion

In most of the growth-factor-embedded scaffolds, microspheres and hydrogels are the
two most commonly used drug carriers, owing to their well-developed fabrication method
and controllable release profile. However, the variation of microsphere and hydrogel
features is usually limited, leading to a lack of evaluation in the performance of different
microsphere and hydrogel-based drug release systems. Therefore, in this study, the effect of
different drug release systems on growth factor (GDNF) volume fraction in a multichannel
NGC was carried out by controlling a constant simulation time and growth factor mass.
Furthermore, growth-factor-embedded hydrogel films with different thicknesses were
simulated to find out the most efficient model.

Note that for both microsphere and hydrogel, the material should have proper
biodegradability, because the growth factor is sealed inside and is supposed to be re-
leased along with the degradation process; thus, the release time of growth factors is
usually determined by the degradability of the carrier materials. Furthermore, the release
time is limited to less than 60 days in most cases; thereby, it is important to release and
maintain a high growth factor concentration for a fixed release time. The total simulation
time was scaled down from an existing GDNF release profile at the same proportions, and
was 519 s composed of 9 s burst release and 510 s continuous release [19]. Figures 3 and 4
show the magnitude and distribution of GDNF among different drug release systems at the
last time step. The figures illustrate that the double-layer microsphere system achieves the
highest GDNF volume fraction compared to the other two drug release systems. The huge
increase can be attributed to there being twice as many microspheres, which provide more
tunnels through which to deliver the growth factor into the scaffolds. In the single-layer
microsphere system, the GDNF volume fraction was significantly changed by adjusting
the microsphere features, including microsphere diameter, quantity, adjacent distance, and
locations. The combination of smaller adjacent distance (0.15 mm) and multiple placements
(front+middle+back) of microspheres improved the GDNF volume fraction by 67% from
4.98 × 10−10 to 8.3 × 10−10. Although more microspheres were implanted in the combined
group than in the double-layer microsphere system, which was supposed to achieve a
higher GDNF volume fraction, the double-layer microsphere system still possessed the
best performance under a constant simulation time. The higher GDNF volume fraction of
the double-layer microsphere system probably benefits from the small distance between
the two layers, which could act as a flow accelerator to speed up the flow and deliver
the growth factor more efficiently to the whole structure. Therefore, the result shows that
quantity and adjacent distance (both vertically and horizontally) of microspheres have the
maximum impact on the GDNF volume fraction, but other factors including microsphere
diameter and locations could also influence the GDNF concentration.

Since the NGC needs to connect with the original nerve in human body, the diameter
of NGC and the human nerve must be the same. Thus, it can be inferred that tiny lumen
size is achieved, therefore leading to a limited number of embedded growth factors in the
NGC. The growth factor mass is controlled by the drug release system surface area and
simulation (release) time. Higher surface area would result in shorter simulation time and
vice versa. Figures 5 and 6 show the GDNF magnitude and distribution in a variety of
drug release systems. The double-layer microsphere system does not achieve a superior
performance, as it assumes a constant simulation time, but has a GDNF volume fraction
comparable to that of the single-layer microsphere system. For the single-layer microsphere
system, decreasing the microsphere quantity and increasing the adjacent distance would
cause a disadvantageous GDNF volume fraction, which is in agreement with the NGC
groups under the assumption of constant simulation time. From Figure 5e, it can be seen
that back position slightly improved the GDNF volume fraction compared to the middle
position. However, the GDNF volume fraction of the combined model is lower than that
before the combination, as shown in Figure 5f. Considering the even distribution of GDNF
in Figure 6n, it is possible that the structure reaches the steady state between the GDNF and
interstitial fluid before the end of the simulation, thereby allowing the excessive growth
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factor to flow out of the structure and decreasing the GDNF volume fraction. The reduced
GDNF volume fraction of the combined model reveals that delaying the time to steady
state of the drug release system is crucial to maintaining high growth factor concentrations.

The effect of different hydrogel film thicknesses on the GDNF volume fraction was
evaluated in this study, and the GDNF magnitude as well as distribution are shown in
Figure 7. Please note that for hydrogel film systems, the surface area is more than 150 times
higher than the other three drug release systems; therefore, it is meaningless to compare
the GDNF volume fraction with other drug release systems. As can be seen from Figure 7,
thicker hydrogel film can contribute to higher GDNF volume fraction, and similar GDNF
and velocity distributions are found from all the hydrogel films. The poor volume fraction
of GDNF in the 0.1 mm hydrogel film can be attributed to the high flow velocity, which
accelerated the flow of GDNF out of the structure, but failed to efficiently transport and
maintain GDNF in the whole structure, especially in the hydrogel film system. As the same
parameter can lead to opposite effects in different drug release systems, it is particularly
important to evaluate the growth factor release performance among various drug release
systems. Other hydrogel properties, like swelling ratio, biodegradability, and viscoelasticity,
can influence the drug release performance as well; therefore, it is important to study the
influence of these hydrogel properties in future research. Furthermore, nanocomposite
gels or hydrogel–nanoparticle combinations, as a novel approach, have the potential to
integrate the advantages of both drug release systems, and therefore can be explored as a
desired drug release system in the future [49].

Under the assumptions of constant simulation time and growth factor mass, double-
layer microsphere system possesses excellent GDNF release performance, which can be
used as an ideal drug release system for multichannel NGC. However, the thickness of
double-layer microsphere systems (>200 µm) could take up more than half of the channel
size (340 µm), resulting in the potential risk of blocking the peripheral channels of the
multichannel NGC. Thus, in the future, it is necessary to carefully balance the thickness of
the drug release system and channel diameter. Due to the easy implantation of hydrogel
film and the even distribution of GDNF throughout the whole structure (which is crucial to
guide the nerve regeneration at the same rate), hydrogel film systems can be regarded as a
strong candidate in drug release systems.

5. Conclusions

This study used the CFD simulation approach to examine the growth factor diffusion
process in drug release system embedded multichannel NGCs. Two commonly used
carriers and four different drug release systems, including a single-layer microsphere
system, a double-layer microsphere system, bulk hydrogel, and hydrogel film, were chosen,
and the effect of microsphere features and hydrogel thicknesses on the GDNF volume
fraction and distribution were evaluated. Under the assumptions of constant simulation
time and constant growth factor mass, the double-layer microsphere system achieves
excellent GDNF release performance, and therefore it can be regarded as the best choice
among all the drug release systems. However, the ratio of channel diameter to the thickness
of the double-layer microsphere system needs to be carefully balanced before integrating
the drug release system; otherwise, the double-layer microsphere system might block
the peripheral channels and hinder the diffusion of growth factors. For the single-layer
microsphere system, the combination of smaller adjacent distance (0.15 mm) and multiple
positions (front+middle+back) of microspheres improved the GDNF volume fraction by
67% under the assumption of constant simulation time. Although the GDNF volume
fraction can be increased by moving the microspheres from middle to back and decreasing
the adjacent distance from 0.2 mm to 0.15 mm under the assumption of constant growth
factor mass, the combined model quickly reached the steady state owing to the rapid
flow velocity, which leads to the decrease of GDNF volume fraction of the combined
model. Therefore, it is important to prolong the time for the drug release system to reach
steady state to maintain a high GDNF concentration. Furthermore, GDNF volume fraction
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increased monotonously with the increase of the thickness of hydrogel film, and hydrogel
film with 0.15 mm thickness achieves the best performance without blocking the channels.
This study can be treated as a guideline for the design and application of drug release
systems in multichannel NGC. Further research can be carried out by investigating different
NGC types and growth factor types to more comprehensively summarize the application
of drug release systems in NGC.
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